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Instructions:
a. Write your answers .Legiblyand precisely.
b. Don't write anything on question paper except your roll number.

0.1 Explain the emerging needs of HR Analytics in today's contemporary organizations. How can the
framework of descriptive, predictive and prescriptive HRanalytics help in HRdecision making, discuss with
relevant business examples) (10 Marks)

02. How various challenges can be converted into opportunities for the success of HRAnalytics in making
HR, a real business partner in organizations? Explain with suitable examples? (10 Marks)

0.3 Infotech Inc. is an Indian IT firm. It is hiring for the post of IT Engineer. But before hiring anyone,
company wants to predict the potential value of candidates. It conducted rigorous research with help of
senior management team and identified five-possible predictor variables (independent variables) viz.
Relevant Experience, Cost to Company, Analytical Skill Score, Communication Skill Score, Programming
Skill Score assessed during recruitment process. Below table shows result of multiple linear regression
among Employee Value as dependent variable and five independent variables.

Variable Name Coefficients p-value

Intercept -210989.74 0.001

Relevant Experience -20819.62 0.066

Cost To Company 1.13 0.006

Analytical Skill Score 4781.36 0.584

Communication Skill Score 21490.78 0.024

Programming Skill Score 17920.35 0.018

Considering above results at 95% confidence level, predict employee value of a candidate who has applied
for the post of IT Engineer having experience of 3 years, demanding salary of $ 50,000. Candidate was
given skill score for analytical (7), communication (6) and programming skill(7) respectively during
interview process. (10 Marks)
(Note: For calculations, you may use data given in coefficients column.)

0.4 Ei-tvtart Inc. has the following HR data. After carefully analyzing the data and applying descriptive
analytics tool "HR Metrics" calculate the following and reflect on the results;
a. ETOR(M/ /\) b. HCROI (10 Marks)

-- In the beginning of August Ir-Mort had 500 employees while the number of active employees on payroll
were !)SD at the end of the month. Employees who left in the month of August, 2010 were 35 in numbers.
-- The total revenue with O-Mart was 50,00,000, while operating expenses were 6,00,000. The CTC of
employees was estimated at 5,00,000 while benefits paid to them added upto 50,000.


